Influence of childhood adversity, approach motivation traits, and depression on individual differences in brain activation during reward anticipation.
Reward anticipation dysfunction is associated with major depressive disorder (MDD), but is not universally observed in individuals with MDD. Reward anticipation deficits have also been linked to childhood adversity (CA) and approach/avoidance traits. The present study evaluated whether severity of CA (as measured by the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire) and approach/avoidance traits predict individual differences in blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response to reward anticipation beyond MDD diagnosis alone. Participants were individuals with MDD (n = 23) and healthy controls (n = 27). Multiple regression was conducted using CTQ scores, trait approach/avoidance scores, and diagnosis to predict activation during reward anticipation in a monetary incentive delay fMRI task. Across groups, higher trait reward responsiveness predicted increased activation in the hippocampus, cingulate cortex, and medial frontal gyrus. Greater CTQ scores predicted increased reward network activation. Overall, CTQ and reward responsiveness scores predicted more variance in reward anticipation activation than diagnosis. These findings suggest that clinicians should assess history of childhood adversity and trait reward responsiveness when treating individuals with MDD.